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Safeguard your and your Baby’s
Health with

NEWBAUER’S MILK
Call for Prompt Delivery Service
PHONE FULTON 9071
1201 East Herman Ave.

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10
Fidelity Building
Dayton, Ohio

Our Baby’s milk contains not less
than 5% Butterfat

833 South Ludlow, Dayton, Ohio
We specialize in all types of Roofing, including factory Built-up Roofs,
Spouting, Furnace Repairing, Carpenter Work, Oak Flooring, House Painting, and Accurate Metal Weather
Stripping.
In business in Dayton 82 Years
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Dayton’s Leading Optometrists
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Beigel Jewelers, Inc.
18 South Main, at Market

and Opticians

SHERMAN WHITE &
COMPANY

4 East Third St.

The Wehner Roofing &
Tinning Company
Fulton 3751

FUlton 8791

DAYTON, OHIO

HE-2552
Martin E. Beigel, ’34

Ask Your Grocer for

Compliments of

Loose- Wiles Biscuit Co.
Green & Green Bakery, Dayton, Ohio

Bakers of
SUNSHINE BISCUITS

THE
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John T. Barlow Co,
WHOLESALE

and

EDGEMONT PRODUCTS
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DRY GOODS
@ NOTIONS

Compliments of

Transportation

Always Rich, Tender, Delicious

THE H. SCHRIBER
SHEET METAL CO.
Slate, Tile and Composition
Built Up Roofers

The Greenville-Dayton
Transportation Co.
Safe, Dependable and Economical
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Mechanical Warm Air Heating and
Ventilating
Third and Sears Streets

GENERAL SHEET METAL
CONTRACTORS

DAYTON, OHIO

306 and 308 Washington Street

FUlton 5491

FLORSHEIM
Shoes for Mer

H. OFFICE and BRO.
Wholesale Fruits and Vegetables
Dayton, Ohio

PHONE FULTON 5137

THE
LAUREL BISCUIT CO.

Now Most Styles $8.00

BELDEN SHOES
Companion Line to Florsheim

$4.00 and $5.00

Bakers of

LAUREL CRACKERS
AND CAKES

BAYNHAM SHOE CO.
-

The Florsheim Store

SHOES

HOSIERY
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44 W. Third St.

Dayton, Ohio
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Don't make a mistake in the name,
only one

Bernhard Bros. Blends

F, G. MEYER

For Cup
Quality

ROASTERS OF HIGH-GRADE COFFEES

JEWELER

Jobbers of Teas and Spices
You cannot afford to pass us by when in the market

32 S. Ludlow St. Arcade

ASK YOUR GROCER

Agent for

BERNHARD BROS.—Pine and Marshall Sts., Dayton, Ohio
+

Gruen Watches
Government Inspected Meats—Made in Dayton

FOCKE’S
A full line of Watches, Clocks,
Diamonds, Silverware

and Ivory Goods
FINE WATCH REPAIRING
Phone ADams 7611

Ouality Meats
FIFTH STREET BRANCH
1004-1006 East Fifth St, DAYTON, OHIO
Oscar F. Focke, Manager
Hotel and Restaurant Supply
Packing House East Springfield St.
PHONE—Fwlton 2138

Buckeye

Barbers Supply Co.
Is the place to buy Razors, Strops,
Hair Tonic, Toilet Water, Perfumes,
Pocket Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes,
Combs, Etc.

Reputation

CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

FOR TWO GENERATIONS WE HAVE SATISFIED THE

No. 214 East Third Street

DESIRES OF THE ICE CREAM LOVERS IN

Opp. Public Library

She and You—
will find immense
stocks

to

choose

from, consistently
low prices and a
square deal if you
buy your furniture
at

OHIO WITH A FAMOUS ICE CREAM.

- SELL THIS BRAND THAT IS KNOWN TO BE GOOD

TELLING’S
ICE CREAM
‘Cie

HENRY BURKHARDT
PACKING CO.
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PORK AND BEEF PACKERS
AND SAUSAGE MFGRS.
Packing House and Office
235 S. Irwin Street
DAYTON, OHIO
Government Inspection Est. No. 520
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A MERRY CHRISTMAS
“Merry Christmas!” “Merry Christmas!” This
greeting will soon be on everyone’s lips.

This sea-

ica

Associate Editor

brighten up at least one person’s Christmas, and in
that way enjoy our own much more than we would
otherwise.

son of Christmas is the most wonderful time of the

Let each one of us this year buy one extra pres-

year. Everyone forgets his petty grudges and thinks
only of making others happy. The stores are
crowded with people who are buying presents for
someone else. As the shoppers pass each other in

ent and give it to somebody who is not expecting

the stores and on the streets, they shout a heart-

felt “Merry Christmas!”
It is at this time of the year that we remember
the “Prince of Peace,’ whose birth we are commemorating. He it was who taught us to love our
neighbor as ourselves. It is a pity that this unself-

ish spirit should be revived, at Christmas time, only
to be lost so soon afterwards. Almost all our present-day troubles can be traced to “man’s inhumanity to man.” If we would always bear in mind the
rejoinder of Our Savior, we would be infinitely better off both in a spiritual and a material sense.

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Remember Scrooge and his three spirits? Remember the great transformation which took place
in him? Remember how much happier he was
when he commenced making others happy?
This year let us all follow Scrooge’s example.
Each of us knows someone who is worse off than
we are, someone who has no living relatives perhaps, someone who will not receive a single present.
There is our chance to do a “Scrooge.” We can each

it. Perhaps we have spent so much money already
that we feel we simply cannot afford one more

thing. So much the better. Christmas is the time
to do something foolish, something which we would
never think of doing at any other time. Besides, it
will certainly not be money wasted. When we see
the look in the eyes of the person who receives the
gift, we shall be more than repaid.
LOOKING BACKWARD
The Christmas vacation approaches. When we
return to college after the holidays, another year
will have passed into history. And what an eventful year it has been! In this country the old order
of “rugged individualism” has definitely passed out
of the picture. In Italy a new system of government has been inaugurated. Startling developments
have taken place in Germany and in many other

countries. School children of the future will learn
that the year of 1933 was one of the most significant
in history.
Right now we don’t know just why 1933 will be an
important year in the world’s history. It is a turning point, but we do not know which way things
are turning. On the whole the outlook is not so
encouraging. Democracy, which has been advanc-
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ing slowly and painfully for many years, suffered
several serious setbacks. Parliaments have been

Will Bob Payne and his squad stand up and take
a bow? Thank you!

abolished, and the rights of the people have been

And let’s give a big hand to our coaches Harry

disregarded.
In this country, however, we find more encouraging signs. Although we hear that a dictatorship
has been set up and that the constitution has been

and Ab and Lou! and a merry Ha! ha! to the

done away with, the very fact that we hear such
criticism proves that we still have freedom of expression, the very foundation of liberty and democracy. The government has been taken away from

the industrialists, and if it has not been given back
to the people, it at least has the welfare of the people at heart.
The old order has been abolished, and a new one
is being set up. We don’t know where we are going, but “we are on our way.”

We are fortunate to be living at such an eventful
time in the world’s history.

NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
Are you making any New Year’s resolutions?
Probably not. They are out of date to-day. They
were never very practical, anyway. A man would
resolve to stop smoking. On January 2 he would
go to a party where everybody else was smoking.
The temptation would be too much for him. He
would smoke a cigarette.

Then, seeing his resolu-

tion was broken, he would commence smoking as
much as he ever did.
However, none of us is so perfect that he cannot

be improved upon.

Therefore it would be well to

make a resolution something like this: “I resolve

to lead a better life by working harder, and by
thinking of others.” If we do this there is no need
of throwing the entire resolution overboard every
time we make a slip. We merely say that our batting average has been lowered, and then we try to

bring it up in some other way.
Such a resolution should be kept in mind throughout our lives, and not merely for a year.
WE ARE PROUD OF THE U. AND
THE TEAM
We have reason to be pleased with our football
team this year. They have played against teams
which were considered far superior, and have either
defeated them or held them to close scores. They
have given a splendid performance and are deserving of the praise which has been heaped upon them.
The football team has brought out the latent
school spirit in the student body. It has provided
many hours of pleasure for the football fans of the

city. And it has provided invaluable publicity for
the school.
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“downtown” coaches.
AN INVITATION

Have you written for the “Exponent” yet.
not, why not?

If

This is our third issue, and if you

intend to have several articles in before the end of
the year, you had better get busy.
While writing your article or story keep this one
question uppermost in your mind: “Will it interest

the readers?”

That which you write need not be

instructive. It need not have a moral to it. But it
must be interesting. Ask yourself: “Would I like
this if someone else wrote it?’ and, “Will the other
students like it?” If you can answer both these

questions in the affirmative, and if you write in reasonably good English, your article or story is almost certain of acceptance.
In order to be interesting you should open with
a sentence which catches the reader’s eye. There
should be no long words, no lengthy paragraphs,
and no involved sentences.

It is to your own advantage to write. The “Exponent” does not depend upon you. We have
enough regular contributors to insure our appearance every month. But if you want to get the most
out of college you will practice creative writing. If
your first article is not accepted, keep trying. You
will find that your writing improves as you get

more and more practice.
Commence writing at once. The Christmas vacation is at hand, and you have an opportunity which
you will not have for the remainder of the year.

You say it will not be a vacation if you are doing
school work. If you are writing upon a subject in
which you are very much interested, you will find
that it is the most enjoyable work imaginable. Ask
any of our regular contributors.
THE SODALITY
The sodality is an extra-curricular activity which
deserves the full support of every Catholic student.
It creates a spirit of action which is sadly needed
among Catholics at the present time. No matter
what activity the sodality undertakes, it provides
valuable practical experience for the members participating in it, and at the same time accomplishes
a real good. Become active in sodality work. It
rounds out an otherwise unbalanced college life,
and it makes you acquainted with the Church in

action.

A Merry Christmas
® By Bob Wharton
“True love never runs smooth.” That's
what Jean found out when she marricd Old Man Bluster’s son. A few

years of happiness and she faces Christmas eve, unable to play Santa for her

two charming youngsters.
66
Tox. if you marry that girl, you are no
longer a member of this family,” said Old
Man Bluster heavily. “I'll cast you off completely,
and will your inheritance to Mercy Hospital.”
“You're too late, Dad,’ spoke up young Tom

Bluster, his chin jutting out firmly.

“Jean and I

were married yesterday. We were going to tell
you to-day, hoping that you had become less heartless, but it seems that was too much to hope for.
We both have decided to move out of the state,

since you are so obstinate.

We've bought a little

house, with what money I had, and we are moving

in next week, dependent upon no one.”
With that spirited avowal, Tom strode out of the
room with exaggerated dignity. Deep down in his
heart, Old Man Bluster was sorry. He hadn’t
counted on this to happen. His son was too much
like himself. He had threatened to cast him off to

make him forget that girl.

What he didn’t realize

was that Tom had become a man, and that he and
Jean were very much in love.
As tom strode out the door, his mother whis-

pered to him from the hall, and Tom stepped back
in and kissed her gray head and told her not to
worry.
“Tommy,” she whispered, “be good to Jean.
Your Dad will come to his senses before long.”

to Tommy. He viewed everything through a mist.
His father stood beside him, but didn’t say a word.
What Tommy didn’t know, was that his father had
stood there fighting for speech, but couldn’t speak
for the lump in the throat.
TOMMY had gone home with the feeling that his
father did hate him, while the truth was his father
sorely missed his son’s companionship. He was too

proud to go to Tommy and tell him that he had
never changed the will, that Tommy was his sole
heir. He knew that Tommy didn’t care about it,

anyway.
Meanwhile he was finding life very heavy on his
hands.

Now that his wife was dead, he missed

Tommy all the more.
“Hang it all!” he cried, with a satisfying oath,
after he had roamed all over the big house, looking
for something to do. “I'll sneak over to Massachusetts to see my grandchildren, that is, if I can
manage it without Jean and Tommy seeing me.”
But it happened that he was to have no trouble

in avoiding Tommy. ‘Tommy had been called to
war, regardless of the fact that he was married and
had two children. He was an aeronautical engineer,
and was badly needed by the government.

TOMMY had been gone almost a year when Jean
discovered that her supply of money for herself and
her two boys was growing alarmingly small. Night
after night she lay sleepless, wondering about Tom-

my, and how she was going to care for her two boys
when her money ran out.

Tommy squeezed her tenderly, and then went out

She didn’t know that Old Man Bluster came to

the door, unable to speak for fear of breaking down,

the window every night, and eagerly watched every

and that, to a Bluster, was something that simply
was not done.

move made by his two grandsons. Many nights he
helplessly saw her growing thinner and paler as
time wore on.

MANY miles away, in a little Massachusetts

It was only a few weeks before Christmas that

town, Jean and Tommy became very happy in their
little home looking down on the bay.

the greatest blow of all came: Lieutenant Bluster
was reported “Killed in action!”
Old Man Bluster stood in an agony of helpless-

‘They never mentioned Old Man Bluster. Tommy
had been to his home only once, and that was on a

sad occasion.
had gone home.

‘Tommy’s mother had died, and he
He saw his father, but was unable

to speak. At the funeral everything seemed unreal

ness that night outside the window, as Jean cried
in heart-broken misery. Little Jim and Larry stood
on, unable to do a thing to stop their mother from
crying. Larry went up and twitched her ear. Usual-
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ly that made her laugh and make faces at him. But
now she wouldn’t even look when he promised, in

his quaint little-boy language, to tell her a story
about the “little wooly dog.”

their mother burst into uncontrollable sobs.

Out-

side, Old Man Bluster sworea terrific oath, and
muttering that he’d “fix that, all right, all right,” he
trudged off down the hill to the house he had

bought in that little town.
IT was not until the night before Christmas that
Jean had gained enough control to pretend, for the
sake of her boys, that she was happy.
“Mommy,” piped up Jim, “I wonder how the
heck Santa Claus will ever get down this chimney.
I guess I better leave the door open to-night. Huh?”
“No, Jim,” said Jean. “Santa Claus is only for
little fellows, not for grown-up people like you and

Larry and me. We know that there is no Santa
Claus, don’t we? It is only a fairy story that people
pretend to believe, so that they can give gifts to
each other. We haven’t much money this year, so
we'll wait ’til next year. It will be all right, boys,

won’t it? We'll just pretend that we will give each
other gifts, won’t we?

“Sure!” loyally stuttered out little Larry; “we'll
jus’ pretend to hang up our stockings.”
“T got a swell idea,” said Jim, hastily getting off
his mother’s lap, and almost knocking his brother
down; I’ll fix the stockings.” And then he sat down,
tugged at his shoe, and pulled off his stocking.
“Go get some newspaper, Larry.” And as Larry
waddled away on his short legs, Jim pulled and
tugged a chair over to the fireplace, rolled a piece
of newspaper into a ball, stuffed it into a stocking,
and then hung it up at the fireplace. He leaned

back in order to survey the general effect, and almost fell off the chair.
“Now!” he exclaimed in satisfaction, “when we get

up, we'll pretend that Santa has been here.

Of

course, we know there ain’t no Santa Claus,” he
added with a gesture, so like one of Tommy’s age,

that he was astonished when his mother sobbed and
clasped him in her arms.
:

LATER that night, a strange little figure could

have been seen climbing up the hill, with a great
bundle on its back. It softly went to the door of
the little house, but it wouldn’t open. Then, quietly the figure stole to a window and pried it open.
With the movements of a shadow, the figure crawled

through the window, reached back into the darkness, and pulled in three large bundles. It then
carried the bundles over to the fireplace, where the

light from the dying fire fell upon the face of the
strange figure. It was Old Man Bluster.
With infinite care he placed well-filled stockings
above the fireplace, and candies and goodies all
around. He piled present after present around the
room, and stacked foodstuffs on the table. ‘Then
with a tender little half-smile he tip-toed into the

next room, glanced at Jean and the two boys wrapped in slumber, and then stealthily crawled out of
the window.

He was just closing the window when he heard
someone coming up the hill, and he shrank back
against the side of the house. It was too dark for
Old Man Bluster to see clearly, but he could discern

a figure go to the door of the little house, hear it
knock softly, and then with more force, as no one
answered. Finally, a light appeared at the window,
and the Old Man peered in to see Jean timidly go
to the door, with both of the boys clinging to her.

Larry spotted the piled up presents, and with a
surprised scream he shouted, “Mommy,” you were

wrong. Santa has been here. Look!”
Startled, Jean opened the door, and turned to look

“Now!” announced Larry, handing his mother a

at the presents at the same time, and so she didn’t

stocking with a newspaper wad pushed into it,
“here is a present for you. It’s a most ‘beeootiful’
hat; butcha you musn’t open it to-day. And here’s
one for you, Jim. It’s a train, and a ball bat, and a
pair of boxing gloves.”
“Thanks!” said Jim, holding out to Larry another

see the figure at the door that Old Man Bluster
saw. His face went white as death, and he leaned

stocking stuffed with paper; “here’s your present.

heavily against the side of the little house.
It was Tommy! Tommy wasn’t dead!
Then as Jean turned, she too, saw Tommy, and
melted into his arms.
Outside Old Man Bluster recovered from the

It’s a fire engine, and a bicycle, and a toy automo-

shock, dabbed at his eyes, let out a blue streak, and

bile, and a—but I can’t think of anything else.”
At this juncture both boys were startled to hear

muttered, “Now, dad-blast this wind! It sure makes

my eyes water!”

~S
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2933—Life a Thousand Years Ago—1933
@ By Don Sharkey, Class of 2933
Living in the year 2933, Don discovers
how folks lived in 1933. He studied
the cartoon style of advertising in
magazines printed a thousand years
ago, and found that it revealed the

secrets of the social life of that period.

advertisements. It is in these advertisements that
we find expressed the American culture of that
period in its highest form.

The advertisements were very clever. They consisted for the most part in stories, told in picture
form. The conversation would be printed right in
the picture, in little balloon-like things, with stems

E this year of 2933 we often wonder what life
was like a thousand years ago. Up until the
present time very little has been known about that
period, but now, after months of diligent research,

I am ready to throw some light on the subject.

pointing to the character who was doing the talking.
The stories which were told in these cartoons, as

this form of literature was called, were usually very
simple. ‘They represented little incidents in the

You may wonder how I happened to become an
authority on life in the twentieth century. Well,
this is the way it happened. I was waiting in a
dentist’s office one Wednesday afternoon in 2933. I

daily lives of the common people. It is a pity that
this form of literature has been lost to us. We can

know it was Wednesday, because in my town the

in those days, I have prepareda little play which is
based on these cartoons. You may be astonished by

dentists usually close their offices on that day. I
thought that this would be the ideal time to go, because then I could say, “Well, I tried to see the
dentist, but he wasn’t there.”

only hope that it will soon be revived.
In order to give you an idea as to how they lived

many things, by the dogs for example.

Dogs were

much more intelligent in those days.

They often

spent hours listening to radios or phonographs, and

Imagine my chagrin, therefore, when I found that
the office was open. Something really should be

I can’t even get my dog interested in a good symphony orchestra. In those days dogs could even

done about such things.

When dentists say that

talk, a faculty which they have lost in the course of

they will take Wednesday off, why don’t they live
up to their promise? It’s getting so that we can’t

a thousand years.
The scene is laid in the home of Sleepless Steve
Clarke and his wife, Party-loving Mary Clarke. In

trust our dentists any more. And if we can’t trust
our dentists, whom can we trust?
There was somebody in the chair ahead of me,
so I sat down to wait. I picked up a magazine to
read. Imagine my surprise when I saw the date on
the said magazine, November, 1933.

I looked at the

other magazines and saw that they were all of the
same date. When the dentist called me into his little torture chamber, I asked him about them.
“Oh, I don’t know where they came from,” he

answered. “They’ve been here as long as I have.
They were left by the man who had the office before
me. You can have them, if you want them. I’ve
been thinking about getting some new ones, anyway.”
Well, I jumped at this opportunity, as you can

well imagine. Since then I have gone over these
magazines thoroughly and have taken many pages
of notes. In taking these notes I have disregarded
entirely the stories and articles, because they do not
amount to much, and have concentrated upon the

the twentieth century, American people were often

named after their outstanding characteristics.
find many such names, for example:

We

Pepless Pete,

Bring "Em Back Alive Frank, Sluggish Sam, and
Singing Sam.
As the play opens, Sleepless Steve is waiting in
the front room for his wife to come downstairs. It
is about 8p.m. He lays down the paper as his wife
enters the room.

Sleeping Sam (rising and kissing his wife.): You
look charming to-night, my dear. (Aside) I wish
somebody would tell her about the seven stains.
She has at least six of them.
Party Loving Mary: You look swell, too, Darling. (Aside) The old fool ought to do something
about his breath. No wonder they call him “Hal”
behind his back.

Enter Rover.
Rover: Look at me! Glover’s Condition Pills
did me a world of good!
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Sleepless Steve: I should say they did.
pills must be the real thing.
Rover:

Those

Yes; they stimulate desire for food, aid

nutrition, and improve digestion. I shall most certainly recommend them to my friends.
Sleepless Steve: We are going to a show to-night,
Rover. What would you advise us to see?
Rover:

Fiddle.”

I should recommend “The Cat and the

Perhaps the title tickles my funny bone.

Broun, of the World Telegram, says it will have a

long run.

I shouldn’t be surprised; a cat has nine

lives.

Sleepless Steve: Thank you, Rover.
Rover: You are quite welcome, [am sure.

| am

astonished to see you people going out to-night.
You have not gone to the “drahma” for some time.
Patry Loving Mary: Yes, Rover, I have always
been too tired to go anywhere. Now I use Oxydol,
and I have my washing finished and hanging on
the line in ten minutes.
Sleepless Steve: Yes, and now I am able to sleep.
I have discovered Ovaltine, and last night I slept

for the first time in years. You should have heard
them talking at the office to-day. “Great guns!” |
heard one of them exclaim, “he’s cleaned

up a

week’s work in one afternoon!” (Modestly) Of
course it was really a month’s work, but I didn’t

Good

Sleepless Steve and Party Loving Mary:
night, Rover.

Exit Rover
Party Loving Mary: I was talking to Mrs. Jackson to-day. Poor thing. She has no pep at all. No
wonder she is never invited out. Somebody ought
to tell her about dated coffee.
Sleepless Steve: It is too bad about her.

She

could be so popular.
Mrs. Jackson: (who has been under the davenport reading a book) (Aside) Heavens! Can they
mean me? I’ll have to start drinking dated coffee
right away.

Party Loving Mary: You'll have to be careful
with that Ovaltine, dear. Jim Dilworthy took an
overdose and slept through the next day.

He lost

his job.
Sleeping Sam: All right; I’ll be careful. By the
way, I saw that Stuart girl to-day. I think she’s
getting malaria from mosquito bites.
Party Loving Mary: Why didn’t she ask her
brother Henry to use Flit about the house?
Sleeping Sam: I couldn’t answer that one. Sometimes your best friend won’t tell you.
Party Loving Mary: Well, we'd better be on our
way. (Taking his arm) I’m certainly glad I have
such a handsome escort. (Aside) I wish he’d wear
He’s a mess with his socks falling down

correct him. From now on my name is not Sleepless Steve but Human Dynamo.
Party Loving Mary: I suppose you are going to
stay in and listen to the radio to-night, Rover.
Rover: No. Dr. Beck of the University of Day-

garters.

ton has invented a new fluid called Dogzoff. We
canines are holding a protest meeting in Madison
Square Garden, and I am to be principal speaker.
(Glancing at the clock) Merciful heavens! 1| fear I
shall be late. Don’t wait up for me. Good night,
folks.

Sleeping Sam: Thank you, my dear. I’m proud
of you, too. (Aside) She ought to eat yeast to
clear up that skin of hers. And I wish I had nerve
enough to tell her how careless she’s getting about
B. O. She ought to use Life Buoy. Norma Talmage
uses it.

over his shoes that way.

Glover’s mange cure, for man or beast, (and men
are beasts, anyway) would work wonders for him.

A SCIENTIFIC LULLABY

Go to sleep, darling! Sweet peace to your soul!
Mother will pray for your motor control,
Check up statistics on mental hygiene;
Look at your brain through an X-ray machine.
Hush-a-bye, darling; it’s mother’s ambition
To get your reflexes into condition.
Mother is wise to the new sociology,

She’d sing to you, but the psychologists,
Pre-school authorities, learned biologists,

Ban lullabies for the kids of the nation

Lest you develop the mother-fixation.
Make your good-night scientific and formal—
Experts say kissing will make you subnormal.
Angels are watching o’er each nerve and gland—
Hush-a-bye, lullaby—ain’t science grand?
—E]l Padre.
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And he certainly ought

to do something about his falling hair and dandruff.

Christmas with U. D. Poets
BETHLEHEM
O peaceful town of Bethlehem
How quiet thou dost lie
Between the deep, below the steep

And tow’ring mountains high.
Yet in thy very midst this night
The Christ-Child shall be born
And angels fair to all declare

This joy to-morrow morn.
Within the stable cold and lone
Was born the God-veiled Child,
And from the straw the first time saw
His mother’s features mild.
Without, the town was all aglow

Lit by that wondrous light
From angel throngs, who came with Songs

To hail that Sacred Night.
O new-born Babe of Bethlehem,
Within our souls this day
From sin now free, we welcome Thee

To hold thy gentle sway.
O let the love of Brotherhood,

Enkindled at thy birth,
From out our hearts ne’er more depart
While we must tread this earth—H. K.

THE GUIDING STAR

ws i

SS y

A CHRISTMAS IDYL
Sleep, O Infant-God, sleep!

And rest thy little head
Upon thy virgin-mother’s breast,

While cherubs sing a cradle-song.
Soon thy mother will weep—
When on the rude cross-bed
Thy tortured limb will find us rest
In suff’ring for man’s sinful wrong.
Sleep, O Infant-God, sleep !—J. T.

THE FIRST SAXON CHRISTMAS
Long, long ago, one bleak December night,
(Thus runs the ancient lore of Saxon folk),
The Angel, Winfrith, felled the “sacred oak,”
And robbed the Norse gods of their power and might.

He told them of the world’s new-risen Light,
Of God, Who did Himself in child’s form cloak,

To lift from human kind sin’s galling yoke,
And give them back their long-lost kingship right.
And from the virgin forest forth he brought
A fir tree, crusted o’er with sparkling snow;

And on its boughs, with lighted tapers wrought
A burning cross, the sign of saving faith to show.
Thus caused the Sainted Boniface of yore
Christ crucified to triumph over Thor.—G. E. D.

Rough shepherds guard their flocks about the fold,

No wistful moon lights up the night-drawn skies.
One only Star thro’ all this darkness pries,
That awes and joys in turn these shepherds bold.

CHRISTMAS NIGHT

It was the Star of Jacob, pledged of old,
The sign of hope seen by prophetic eyes;

How beautiful the moonbeams mellow bright!
But far surpassing was the new-born light,
The lowly shepherds saw on Christmas night.

The object of the nations’ prayers and sighs,
The guide of Magi seeking Him foretold.

How ravishing night’s starry diadem!

O God! We are all shepherds on life’s plain,
And watch our flocks of petty selfish gain.
Star-like you come to us to light our way,
To show the path lest we should go astray.
So thro’ our night, however.far we roam,

Thy beacon light, we trust, shall lead us home.
—F.C.

But far more brilliant was that meteor gem
That beamed upon the Babe of Bethlehem.
How soothing sweet the nightwind’s drowsy sigh!
But sweeter was that natal lullaby

Which myriad angels crooned down from the sky:
“On earth be peace to men, glory to God on high.”
—A. S.
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Radio Favorites
@ By Robert Choate
Bob picks the most entertaining headliners and makes his selection of the
best orchestras on the air. Bob is the
impresario of “Lakeside,’ the Coney
Island of the Miami. Vas you dere,
Sharlie?

show is on: Bill Parson, the bassonette, is singing,
“My Wild Irish Rose.” My, how he can sing! I
believe he goes into the cellar for those deep, low
tones.

Turning the dial we hear Ed Wynn, “the perfect
Rave or lessons? ‘That is the question
which runs through the minds of thousands
of students as they prepare their assignments for

the next day. The writer is often confronted by the
same situation. The two important questions to be
answered are: “Shall I put my books aside and
listen to my favorite program on the air?’, and
“After a half hour of enjoyment, will I be able to
return to the books and study under the light of the
popular midnight oil?”

fool,’ with Graham McNamee on the Fire Chief
Program. ‘This program is considered very entertaining and is extremely popular. Personally I don’t
care much for it.

Do you like Eddie and Ralph? They have been
pinch hitting for Ed Wynn on the Texaco Hour. I
certainly enjoy these two. They seem to be able
to impersonate everyone on the air. They feature
Charlie, “the sound effects man,” who has everything, “trains, bells, whistles. I got everything.”

I hope that they return to the airwaves in the very

While deciding whether to study or to listen to
the radio, I hear faintly the jovial chatter of the

near future.
““My Time Is Your Time.’ Hi ho, everybody, hi

“Old Maestro,” Ben Bernie. Who could resist such
entertainment as that of the Blue Ribbon program?

know.

The answer is, nobody! As soon as I lay the books

Connecticut Yankees.

aside, I hear the “Old Maestro” introduce in his

program to all others, not because of his orchestra,
but because on his program we find as guest artists
people of international fame, both from the stage
and radio. This idea is now being copied by many
other programs. I prefer Rudy’s voice to that of
Bing Crosby or any male crooner.

own way Frank Prince, “society’s outcast, singing
the vocal refrain to a bit of a song, ‘Love Is the
Sweetest Thing.’

Yowsa!

So help me, ’tis Frank

Prince, ladies and gentlemen.” After the song has
been played, Bernie comments, “Well done, my
lads,” and so goes the Bernie program of one-half

hour’s entertainment.
Turning the dial I come upon the incomparable
Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians. In my
estimation the Lombardoes rank first among the
many orchestras of the country.

The Royal Cana-

dians swing into that popular tune, “The Last
Roundup,” the song-hit which has amazed the
American dance public. And you will notice, ye
radio fans, that Guy Lombardo plays “the sweetest
music this side of heaven.”

Another radio favorite is Rubinoff and his violin,
made famous on the Chase and Sanborn Hour,
which features Eddie Cantor.
Rubinoff plays
“Please” as only Rubinoff can, and there is nothing else to do but drop everything and listen.
Next to follow are the Sinclair Minstrels featuring “radio’s gift to the women, Big Bill Childs,”
who in his genial way says, “How do, Gals!” The
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ho!” You don’t have to guess who this is; you all
It is none other than Rudy Vallee and his

Personally, I prefer Vallee’s

This article would not be complete without some
mention of the ladies’ favorite, none other than the
key-hole reporter, Walter Winchell himself. Winchell gives the news, or as some classify it, dirt,

concerning prominent people. I don’t care for the
program, although Winchell is clever and sure of
his news. When Al Jolson and Winchell tangled, I
felt grateful that Jolson won. I felt that Winchell
had it coming to him.
“Vas you dere, Sharlie?” introduces “the Baron,”
Jack Pearl, who is, by the way, subject to permanent membership in the Tall Story Club. Not much
can be said of the baron except that his German accent and fabulous stories are rather entertaining.
Perhaps its a good mystery thriller which you

like.

If so, you will enjoy a play such as “Spencer

Dean,” which is enacted at “the Nation’s Station,”

WLW. It is guaranteed to send cold shivers up
and down your spine.

I could mention many more radio favorites, but
space will not permit.

I shall mention the sport

fan’s choice, Bob Newhall.

His interpretations of

famous plays in sportland are extremely interesting,

and no doubt settle many arguments which have
arisen among the fans.
I now submit to “youse guys and youse alumni”

loway; (8) Eddie Duchin; (9) Ted Weems; (10)
Dave Rubinoff.

This selection is based upon their qualities of entertainment, popularity, and musical ability. This
is just a general consideration, because each of
these bands could be leader in its own field. For
example, Paul Whiteman leads in the symphonic
group, and he has a very high standing in the jazz

my choice of the best orchestras on the air: (1)

group.

Guy Lombardo, Duke Ellington; (2) Paul Whiteman, Cab Calloway; (3) Wayne King, Noble Sissle; (4) Isham Jones, Louie Armstrong; (5) Rudy
Vallee, Earl Hemer; (6) Vincent Lopez, McKinley’s Cotton Pickers; (7) Ben Bernie, Blanche Cal-

cost to engage the bands are not considered in this

Note that box office and stage receipts and

selection.
With this I must sign off for this year. Yours for
bigger and better radio programs, and until 1934,

So-o-o-o long!

Up and Atom
® By Bob Wharton
Why do apples fall? Did Newton or
Wiliam Tell discover the force of
gravity? Why do freshman engineers

over-ripe apple fell and hit him on the nose, he

shift to arts or commerce? The writer
advances an atomic theory that an-

made the wonderful discovery that it was the force
of gravity that made that apple fall. Now, never

swers this last baffling question.

[> you college men knew one-half of the wonderful things going on all about you, you would

certainly be amazed. Honestly, if you knew all
the nasty little tricks that atoms and molecules do
to each other you would be shocked. You would
be astounded if you understood the part they play
in our everyday lives.
But don’t be ashamed of your colossal ignorance.
Remember that even Archimedes had to discover
things, too. He was the ancient mariner, you recall, who was taking a bath a long time ago. (And
let this be a lesson to you, freshmen. Perhaps you,
too, could do great things if you would ever take

a bath.) Well, this Archimedes noticed, as he
stepped into the full tub, that the water rose and
overflowed as he immersed his body. He felt lighter,

too. So with a great shout he jumped out of the
bath, shrieking “Eureka! Eureka!” and went galloping down the street.
I never could figure out what a vacuum cleaner
had to do with all that, but then allowances must

be made.

Anyone who runs down the middle of

the street, sans clothing, must be a little cuckoo.
Then there was that other great man, Newton,

who lay under an apple tree, thinking.

When an

let it be said that I would differ with a renowned

‘scientist, but it seems to me that a worm, gnawing
his dinner from the stem of that apple, and not the
force of gravity, possibly caused it to fall.
Now, how many of you college men figure things

out like Newton did. I grant that you might lie
under an apple tree, but I doubt if you would think.
Take the force of gravity, for instance. The only
time you nincompoops think about gravity is when
you fall off a street car. And even then you don’t
do much thinking about it. You only swear at it.
Oh! you probably swear at it genteelly in French,
German, or Spanish, since you are cultured men, but

nevertheless you swear at it.
But to get back to molecules and such.

I wonder

how many of you readers realize what might have
happened to the molecules of the bath water that
Archimedes left behind, as he ran shrieking up the
street, while all the rest of the Greeks stuck their

heads out of their restaurants to see who was being murdered. Probably none of you know that
molecules of water can be broken up into two gases
called hydrogen and oxygen. Moreover, this process of the breaking up of molecules plays an important part in our lives. We couldn’t justly say that
we have lived our lives to the full if we ignored it.
Let us, for example, consider a freshman, one
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who hasn’t
let us say.
cules held
though, he

much intelligence, a chemical engineer,
That freshman is only a bunch of moletogether by the force of cohesion, alwouldn’t thank you if you told him so.

Furthermore, between those molecules there are

great spaces (probably for ventilation. I can’t
think of any other reason). Of course, one cannot

white blood cells that scamper along our veins and
arteries, chasing the elusive germ, whose favorite

method of getting away from the blood cell is to
run back, derisively thumbing his nose. This usual-

ly angers the blood cell so much that he quivers in
rage, and since he is such a roly-poly little fellow

he usually quivers himself right off his feet.

see the spaces, or the molecules, for that matter,

Now, you must understand that everything in
this world, not merely that freshman, is made up of

for they are very small.
The wonder increases when we are aware that
those molecules are constantly revolving inside the

revolving molecules. Of course, you know there
are more molecules in a dense object than these are
in a less dense object. Take the very densest thing

freshman.

you can think of, for example, the head of a sopho-

‘These molecules, however, can’t fly out

of the freshman.

‘They are held together by the

more commerce student.

It has a great many more

force of cohesion, which was mentioned before.
It must not be supposed, however, that because
the force of cohesion keeps the freshman chemical
engineer from flying to pieces, he remains the same

revolving molecules than atmosphere has.

old freshman chemical engineer very long. Oh!
no indeed! While he isn’t thinking (which is most

nucleus. ‘The revolving atoms and nuclei can be
likened to our solar system,—the planets revolving

of the time), certain processes and forces are con-

around the sun.

stantly acting upon him and splitting up some of
those molecules into atoms. And when the molecule is split into atoms, it loses all the properties of

That resemblance of the atom to our solar system makes some folks wonder if the atom really is
made up of worlds like ours. Are the atoms, that
make up this very paper,—are they worlds like
ours? Are they inhabited? If there are living be-

the substance it represents and a new substance is

formed. (Don’t ask me why. It’s all according to
Boyle. Or was it Hoyle?) This explains why the
freshman chemical engineer, although he remains
externally the same, internally sometimes becomes
a freshman arts or pre-medical student.
But here I must point out that you must not get
the idea that all molecules are nuisances.

Indeed,

some of them form things that are necessary for our
good health. I refer to those little rascals, the

But to go even further.

ings on them, think how long our lives are com-

pared with theirs! On their world, whole ages
would be passing while I write this sentence.
And then carrying the idea further. Is our solar
system a component part of a molecule which helps

to make up another world, which in turn is part of
a solar system?
I dont’ know!

Ask me an easier one.

However small and seeming mean
Your place may be, you have that place
In that great glorious machine

That to fulfillment runs its race.
Cog in some wheel, the least perchance,

Amid the stir and whirr about you,
Take comfort in the circumstance
That greater wheels would slip without you.
—November “Rotarian.”
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Each molecule can be

split up into parts called atoms. The atoms in turn
are made up of electrons, which revolve around a

A Lunatic Telephones
8 By Jim Schopler
A well planned holdup goes amiss
when a police chief gets suspicious
over a phone call he received from a
lunatic. He responds to a hunch and

Big Shot gets into the clutches of the
law.

headin’ fer the chair if da bulls ever git der paws
on me, and I’m livin’ swell while I got da chance.

Now, git me, if I don’t git one-third of da dough
on each haul, I quits now.”

Livid with rage, Big Shot listened scornfully.
Re SHOT always spoke slowly and deliberately when giving his men commands, but
this time he enunciated every syllable with unusual
precision. His usually soft, delicate, almost feminine voice carried a dangerous ring, a tone which
indicated an ugly disposition cropping beneath a
cool, suave, gentlemanly-type outward appearance.

“We simply must strike to-night while the iron
is still hot,’ he impressed upon two colleagues in
good English, more suited for a college prof than

Not unlike a cat, he edged toward his smaller op-

ponent. His large crooked fingers sought out the
Rat’s throat and closed tightly around it. For a
moment they struggled, but Big Shot’s superior
strength told on the Rat. Not until he was limp in
his arms did Big Shot loosen his grip.
“Too big for this gang?” he snapped at the limp
figure.

“T’ll take care of you plenty fast, you sneak-

ing, slinking coward! Now stick this in your empty
noodle.

I’m the leader of this gang, and you take

safe while the Rat is taking care of the watchman.

orders from me and nobody else.”
The Rat, his breath cut off and his beady eyes

Understand?”
Slick and the Rat nodded slightly.

bulging from their sockets, nodded a weak assent.
He picked himself up painfully and slunk out of

a master crook.

“Slick, you and I will crack the

“You know, boys, it makes me laugh to think

what fools we’re making out of the coppers.

morrow morning they’ll be the laughing stock of
the town, and we'll be on easy street for the rest

of the winter.

Not bad, eh?”

Big Shot lit a cig-

arette leisurely, and chuckled softly as he blew out
the match.

“The bulls would never think of looking in an
insane asylum for us,” he added. “We can lay low
here for two or three weeks and then clear out for
Florida. It’s a good thing I ran across my old pal,

“Legs” Perel, the other day. Can you figure him
as the warden at this asylum? Old Legs, the slickest crook in the business next to me, holding down
an honest job. Reckon that Irish dame got hold of
him and put him back on the straight and narrow.
He didn’t want to put us up for a couple of weeks
under cover, but he didn’t want me to expose him
either, so here we are.

“Ten grand in to-night’s job. Man, this is as easy
as rolling off a log. There’s two grand fins in it for
each of you, if everything goes O. K.”
But the Rat didn’t favor the plan.
“Y’m through wid yuh, chief,” he yelled.

sick o’ doin’ all da dirty work.

“I’m

Bumpin’ off guys,

puttin’ a bigger price on me head, and gittin’ a

measly 20% every time we rake in da dough.

the room.

To-

I’m

I'l’ required the Rat but a few deft motions to
open the warden’s office door. Pitch dark as the

room was, he dared not switch on a light.

In the

darkness he groped for a telephone. Here a highly
developed sense of touch served as an excellent

substitute for sight.
out the phone.

In a moment the Rat singled

“Operator!” he snapped nervously, “git me da

p'lice chief in a hurry.” .. . “Say, operator, wot’s
da madder wid yuli? I ain’t<got all nite”...

“H’lo! is dis Conley?” . . . “Chief, here’s a tip. Da
Secon’ Nash’nal Bank at Fift un’ Broadway is gon-

na be robbed tonite.” . . . “Robbed! Say, can’t you
unnerstand?”’ ... “’leven bells tonite . . .”

The Rat got no farther.

A peculiar sixth sense

warned him that he was not alone in the room. He
wheeled around suddenly. A light switched on, and

Big Shot grabbed up the telephone.
“Hello! is this Police Chief Conley?” . . . “Well,
this is Jack Perel, warden of the insane asylum,

speaking.

Chief, a lunatic just phoned.

His story

is a lot of bunk.” ... “Yes, sure! Sorry to cause

you any trouble.

Good night, Chief. Tell the wife

I said ‘hello.’ ”

Methodically Big Shot slapped the receiver on
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the hook.

He turned to the Rat, slinking in a

opposite the chief. He was a newspaper reporter.
His features suggested that. Penetrating eyes, a

corner of the room, and brutally slugged him with
the butt of his revolver. The Rat went down in a
heap. Big Shot kicked him under the warden’s
desk, out of sight.

beaky nose, and a definite exactness of tone proved
it. Conley talked between puffs. The reporter listened between puffs.

IT rained that evening and far on into the night,

“After I got that mysterious phone call early this
evening, Spence, I had it traced. Sure enough, it

not a slow drizzle, but a hard spattering, steady

came from the bughouse.

downpour. Shortly after eleven o’clock, a sedan
pulled up in front of the Second National Bank.

Perel’s home, and found out that he was on duty.
But that didn’t satisfy me. How could a lunatic, I
reasoned, if such a person did phone, know my
name? How in the world did he know that there

Two men got out of the car and made for a side
entrance. About five minutes later, another car
drew up. Police swarmed out and waited at the
entrance.

POLICE Chief Bill Conley puffed away at his
big black cigar in his downtown office. Another
man, evidently the donor of the cigar, sat directly

I called up Warden

was a Second National Bank in this town, and if so,

that it was located at Fifth and Broadway?
“Of course, there was a possibility that I might
be wrong in my deductions. Nevertheless I gambled on those hunches, and the rest was easy. I
smelled a rat, yes, “The Rat,’ when that call came in.”

Se

A Christmas Prayer
O God, to-morrow is Christmas, and all the world

is full of joy and happiness, yet I find myself here
to-night, on my knees, and a tear trickling down
my cheek.

I know, dear God, that I’m a college

student, and college students are called “men,” and

men don’t cry.

But, dear God, my heart is heavy.

All week in school I tried to keep up, and be gay

like the rest, but I can’t!

chokes me, and tears come, no matter how much I
try to hold them back.

That last Christmas Eve! Home with Mother
and Dad! A sudden attack of appendicitis, and
Mother dead by morning! My Mother!

O God, please give her back to me!
Those Christmas holidays, so well planned, every-

They’re all gone now,—

thing arranged so completely,—the tree all decor-

back home to their fathers and mothers, brothers
and sisters. Here I remain, all alone, in my little

ated with shiny tinsels, electric lights, and everything; Dad back from a business trip to South

room.

America, and this had to happen!

I’m glad Tom isn’t here.

If he were, he would

call me a baby for crying. He left for home yesterday on the 9:02 train. Before he checked out he
said, “Have a good Christmas vacation. I know I
will,—back with the family again,—Christmas tree,
good eats, presents.”

Dear God, I didn’t mind his words about good
eats, presents, and all the rest.

It was his refer-

ence to his family which made my heart so heavy.
I remembered the time when I, too, looked forward

to being with my family at Christmas time.
The memory of that 1932 Christmas remains with
me constantly. It didn’t affect me so much early in
the year. There would be a few traces of tears, but
I would bite my lip and go on about my work. Now
that Christmas is so close, there’s a lump in my
throat which swells up so much that it almost
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God, I know that she is far happier with you than
she ever was here. I know that I didn’t treat her as
I should have.

But, dear God, to-morrow is Christ-

mas once more, another Christmas, and I’m going
to stop crying. You gave yourself to us, to all of
us, that Mother and other good folks like her might
enjoy your presence in Heaven.
Dear God, it’s hard to do it, but I’ll keep my head
high. I’ll hold back those tears, and swallow hard.
I’m proud of my mother, and to-morrow morning
during Mass I’m going to offer my own mother to

you as my Christmas gift. You took her just when
I didn’t appreciate her (now I do!), but she is
happier now than she could ever have been here,—

and although it was hard to have you take her,
dear God, my Christmas gift is giving up my
mother, my heart, and my soul to You!

Christmas in Stir.
® By Jim Brown
Slick Henderson, a “lifer,” cynically
looks on at a Christmas Eve celebra-

tion staged by the Women’s Society
for Prison Reform. His cell-mate,
Buzz, is an optimist. He convinces

Slick that things might be worse than
they are.

got a disposition like a wounded wildcat. Come on!
snap out of it.”
Henderson sat on the corner of his cot and leaned
forward in a confidential manner.
“Listen, matie! I’m in for life, see. I don’t like
this place, see. Outside of you, I don’t like any-

body in it. Therefore, I’m not going to like the rest
Prisoners of the lower cell block of the state
penitentiary were enjoying an hour of Christmas Eve celebration in Welfare Hall. A buzz of
appreciation was going around the room as cigarettes, cigars, and candy were given to the men by
various members of the Women’s Society for Prison
Reform. An enormous Christmas tree stood in the
center of the room, and around this had been built

a table upon which a palatable lunch was spread.
Many of the convicts regarded the whole thing as

a big lark; others truly appreciated the work of the
Society; but Slick Henderson, a “lifer,” up for being a “public menace,” regarded the festivity with
disdain. A grunt was his sole word of thanks as
he received his gifts, and biting satire was his answer to the season’s greeting.

Slick took his place at the table next to his cellmate, Buzz Lander.

Buzz tried to get him into

conversation, but to no avail, and so he gave him-

of my life, and I ain’t real anxious to live it.

Does

that tell the story or not?”
Buzz paced the narrow confines of the cell for
a while, and neither man spoke until both were
aroused by a long, chilling wail from “Eternity
House,” the group of cells in the next room where
were housed the men about to be executed. No figment of the imagination could conjure such a sound
as that made by one of these poor souls. Fear,
despair, and hopelessness, all welled up in a condemned man’s throat, and spontaneously released in
one of these soul-piercing screams.
Buzz shivered in spite of himself, and felt a lump

in his own throat.

He glanced over at Slick, who

was absently gazing at the floor the while, nervously running his hand through his straight black hair.

A thought flashed through Lander’s mind.

Slowly

he made the few steps to Slick’s cot and sat himself

down beside the “lifer.”

self over exclusively to having a good time. A party

The lights were out, and all conversation must be

in a prison was a rare thing, and one to be enjoyed.
Soon the hour was up, and the guards announced

carried on in subdued whispers, low enough to escape the attentive ears of that fat “screw,” Larken,
the guard of the tier.
“Gee! Slick,” breathed Lander, “think of that poor
devil over in “Eternity.” I’ll bet he’d give anything

that the ladies would have to leave. Various expressions of thanks were hurled at them, as the convicts lined up and marched to their quarters in the
traditional lock step.
Morose and sullen, Slick Henderson marched into
the cell he shared with Buzz Lander. When all the
cell doors on the tier automatically banged shut,

Henderson looked up with a snort:
Merry Christmas for you!”

“There’s a

“Yeh, Slick,” interposed Buzz, “but look. It
doesn’t do any good to squawk about it. A fellow

might just as well have a good time while he can.”
“Christmas—good time! That’s a laugh! Christmas is just the twenty-fifth day of December to a

bird in “stir,” and the twenty-fifth of December
could just as well be any other day!”
“Say, Slick, what’s got into you lately? You’ve

in the world to trade places with either one of us.
He’s young, see, in love. Yeh, that’s it; he’s in
love. He goes to his girl’s house, and finds another

guy there. He goes crazy when he sees that. He
gets a rod some place and lays for the other guy.
Slick, don’t you see, the poor kid’s almost crazy.
He can’t eat or sleep. He lays for this other guy
and bumps him off. Then he runs away, any place,

but he can’t find a good place. He don’t know the
ropes like you and me, kid, so he gets caught and
thrown in the cooler.
“The crime was ‘malicious and premeditated,’ and
the kid can’t afford a good ‘mouthpiece,’ so they
give him the ‘big rap.’ He’s sent up here, but he
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ain’t real scared yet because his lawyer is ‘working
for him.’ That’s a hot one, ain’t it Slick.

Yeh, he’s

‘working’ in some pool hall.

“Well, the time keeps getting shorter and shorter,
and the kid’s getting real scared now. The girl ain't
never showed up; she’s probably out with some
other guy. ‘The kid’s got no folks, so he’s all alone.
Then...
“One day he’s all tickled. You see he’s had a ray
of hope; his lawyer comes to see him.

But gee,

Slick, just imagine how something like this would
affect that kid.
““Y’m sorry son, but I’ve done everything I can.
The governor will not listen to me. I’m afraid it’s
all over.’

ing in the world but his own thoughts. That’s when
it’s tough, Slick, at night. Just imagine him over
there, right now. He’s probably sorry he yelled,
like he did awhile ago, but just the same there’s
another yell in the making right now. Sooner or
later he won’t be able to hold it back any longer,

and it'll be just as awful as the last one.
“His case is hopeless. He has to die; he doesn’t
want to die, ‘cause he’s young. He wants to live,

laugh, and be happy. He feels that no one in the
world is as bad off as he is. There’s nothing good
in anything he has to look forward to, nothing but
three half-eaten meals a day and eight sleepless
hours a night.
“Next Tuesday is his last day on earth. He
wishes he could keep pushing Tuesday farther and

“The kid gets took back to his cell. He looks,
but he don’t see anything. He can’t believe it. He

farther away, but it’s slipping up fast and he can’t

thinks he’s dreaming, but he ain’t. Then comes
that wait. Day after day, day after day, he dies
every day, Slick. He makes that last walk a thousand times, in his mind. He watches others make
the walk. He knows how they look; he wonders

hours. He counts time by the ‘screw’s’ steps, the
appearance of his meals, and the clanging of the
gates over here.
“He'd like to cry, but even that wouldn’t do no
good. He doesn’t want to sleep because time passes
too fast as it is. Hie’s in awful shape, Slick, just

how he’ll look.
“Then he thinks about escaping, but he soon
drops this when he sees bars, guards, walls, blood-

hounds, and his own uniform. It’s impossible! He’s
hemmed in, and even the cell seems to be getting
smaller. He must die! He must die!
“The kid goes back over his life. Once again he’s
in the old swimmin’ hole, laughing and joking. Now
he’s hooking apples in the Deacon’s orchard. Now
he remembers his first ‘date. And his mother?
He can’t bear that thought, because you see he’s
failed her. He did things she told him not to do.

“Here’s the worst though, Slick. He goes back
over his crime. He’s not one bit sorry for the guy
he bumped off.

He’d do it again if he had the

chance, only this time he wouldn’t get caught.
“And the nights, nothing moving, no sound, noth-
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do nothing about it.

He counts seconds, minutes,

hopeless. He has to die! has to d-i-e!”
Buzz fairly hissed the last few words in Slick’s
tingling ears. He rose and climbed up to his own
bunk, where he lay down fully clothed. As he listened with bated breath, he heard Slick undress,

garment by garment. He heard his cell-mate sigh
and slip between the covers. Still he waited.
Through the narrow window he could see the snowcovered courtyard bathed in the moonlight. His
own mind wandered back to gay Christmases of the
past, sleigh-bells, gifts, decorations, then...”

Buzz felt something tugging at his blanket.

He

leaned over and recognized the outstretched hand

of Slick. Their hands clasped and Slick softly whispered,

“Merry Chirstmas, Buzz!”

Hello, Washington, Goodbye!
® By Elmer Will
Listen to the guide as he points out

the spots of interest: “To the left ts
the residence of Senator Shephard, the
originator of the dry movement in this
country. It’s the little house,—with
the big cellar.”

burgh, pleasantly entertained by kind friends, and

again we are “en route.”

Washington ahoy!

We

expect much of the scenery now ahead of us, but
alas, as we near the summit of the mountains, fog—

thick, chilly fog which limits visibility to scarcely
thirty feet—closes about us. No picturesque views
] aw:

an unusually. cool dawn after so

many pleasant September mornings. But
regardless of the weather, preparations must continue, for this is the day of the big Adventure.
A well known tendency for sleep resulted in a
very hurried trip to Mass and Communion, with
not much breakfast afterwards. Too excited to do
such commonplace things as eat, anyway. A final
survey to see that everything is in order, and then
amid a flurry of farewells I start off to join my

companions. (There are two cars. The one which
the writer will drive is for delivery to the owner
in Washington.)
A brief “hello!” at the house of my two comrades, Frank and Tony—(a stranger could have
told that they were brothers by their helpful (?)
suggestions to one another on the way)—and our
cavalcade moves on. A rapid trip to Columbus

where we wait for an hour, while one of the party
completes some business affairs. Here a change
is effected, as Tony, the younger brother, decides to
ride with me. ‘Then, free of Columbus, we settle

down to the long grind with Frank, the eldest of
the three, in the leading car.
Much could be said concerning the scenery on

this trip, but such is not my intention. Suffice it
to say that if there were no hills in front of us, we
could be reasonably certain that one was immedi-

ately behind or to the right or left.

Failing this,

the road would surely wind and twist and tie itself
into knots, a veritable nightmare to even an ex-

perienced driver, much more so for an incompetent “gear-stripper” like myself.
Nine hours of uneventful travel pass and we fin-

ally reach the objective of the day, Pittsburgh,
where we are to spend the night,—we hope. Another hour is wasted in finding our way through the

maze of streets (?) for which the Smoky City is
famous. Incidentally, the city is not so dirty as reported.

A night, a day, and another night spent in Pitts-

for this outfit; it is all we can do to keep from

crashing into the car ahead.
Frequent glances at the map assure us that we

are approaching our destination. It is dusk, as
tired and happy we seek out the address given us.
Here the blackrobes who have been kind to so many
are kind to us. The Brothers shelter and feed and
advise us during our short stay. The continuation of school allows us but three short days.

Consultations with our new-found friends every
evening provides an organized plan of activities
for the following day. This proves a valuable
time-saver and permits us to see the maximum in

the least time.
A morning spent in the Capitol, then a dash
over to the Washington Monument where we spit
(horrid word!) out one of the very small windows

and trip blithely down the interminable depth of
fifty flights of stairs. Next, we try to recite The
Gettysburg Address in the Lincoln Memorial, but
fail; snatch a sandwich and return downtown for

a visit to the Congressional Library.
And so it goes. Another morning passes by
(precious minutes) in the Old and New National
Museums. Arlington Cemetery, Lee’s home and
Washington’s estate, memorials and statues are
included in our mad rush to see everything. We
even manage to slip in a trip to Baltimore and to

Annapolis, all of which deserves a much more vivid
description than I am qualified to give.
Homeward bound, regretful but still happy; regretful because time prevented us from seeing all
we wished of Washington; happy because we have

at least been there.

We are turning home on the

same route by which we had come in hopes of

seeing all that heralded beauty.

Our wishes are

fulfilled as the day continues bright, clear, sunny.

For hours we travel through
The Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia,
On the trail of the lonesome pine.
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Another night in Pittsburgh, imposing upon the
hospitality of our friends, and then we embark on
the last lap. It is our wish to stay longer, but
duty, that is the classroom, yoohooed.
To-day is as serene as yesterday. Speeding along
at a fast clip, with the motor humming drowsily

on a wide road such as this, is conducive to sleep.

Yawningly reacting to what? Columbus already?
A short but fierce cloudburst awakens us to the
fact that our journey will soon be over. A familiar
skyline rapidly becoming visible. Gee! it’s great to
be home!

“‘Soapy
6 By Don Sharkey
“Soapy,’ a knight of the road, finds
“four bits,’ enough for a_ turkey
Christmas dinner. He spends it, however, on a hungry looking youngster,
and travels south, on an empty stom-

ach, in an unupholstered box car.

Sore was nothing but a common “bum.” At
least that’s what most people would have
called him.

Perhaps, though, we cannot describe

him so easily. When men inherit large amounts of
money and spend most of their time traveling, they
are called men of leisure or playboys. When other

windows of the houses he passed. He saw children
sitting around the trees playing with their toys. In
his mind there arose vague visions of a Christmas
tree he had once known,—of a mother’s face. He
would be glad when he got out of the city, so he

wouldn’t have to see all these Christmas decorations.
Suddenly he stopped short in his tracks. He
leaned over and picked up something from the sidewalk. “Chee!” he exclaimed, “four bits.” Now I
can have a real Christmas dinner with turkey and

cranberry sauce and everything.

It’s been such a

men who have no money do the same thing, they

long time since I’ve had a square meal my stomach

are called bums.

won’t know how to act. Who says there ain’t no
Santa Claus?”
He headed at once for a restaurant which he had
passed, where he could get a turkey dinner with all
its trimmings for fifty cents. This would be a real
Christmas for him.
As he approached the restaurant he beheld a

It doesn’t seem quite fair.

Now, Soapy considered himself just a little above
the common run of mankind.

On his travels about

the country he saw men trudging off to work early
in the morning. (This did not happen very often.
Soapy was, as a rule, a late riser.) He saw other
men coming home dead tired, so tired that they
could not enjoy their evening meals. Now, Soapy
thought this was very foolish. His life wasn’t so
very easy, but at least he was his own boss. He
had no regular hours; he could come and go as he
pleased. Such freedom was to him the most valuable thing in the world. Soapy was what might be
termed a ragged individualist.

One Christmas day Soapy came into the big city.

small boy with a dirty face, and rather torn clothes,

gazing longingly in the window. “What’s the matter, Bud?” he asked, “hungry
?”

“Yeah,” said the boy. “I’m awful hungry. I
ain’t had nothing to eat since—”
That’s all right, Bud. Come on in. I’ll see what
I can do for you.”

Soapy didn’t know quite what had come over

It was a cold day, and he drew his shabby coat

him.

tightly about him. There had been a warm autumn
that year, and Soapy had delayed his annual trip
to the South. Now winter had come in with a
rush, and he was heading for a warmer climate as
fast as the freight trains would take him.
Soapy always felt a little blue at Christmas time.
He liked his kind of life. He wouldn’t want any
other kind. But it undeniably had its drawbacks.
He saw brightly decorated Christmas trees in the

didn’t even know, when he was hungry himself. But
the boy was so pathetic looking.
The boy’s face fairly beamed as he followed Soapy
in, and sat at the counter with him. “All right,
Bud,” Soapy said. “What do you want, a turkey
dinner?”
“No, I’d rather have some waffles.”
“All right. But it seems like a funny Christmas
dinner. Hey, bring this boy a couple waffles.”
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Here he was buying a dinner for a boy he

The boy seemed supremely happy as he poured

his syrup over the greasy waffles. In between swallows he said, “Gee, these are swell.

I'll go

It’s the first

time I’ve ever tasted them. I never dreamt anythig could be so good.”
“How about some more?” asked Soapy.
“Oh boy! that’d be swell!”

The boy reached his capacity, and Soapy exhausted his fifty cents at the same time.

“Gee, I

don’t know how to thank you,” said the boy. That’s
the best meal I ever had.”
“That’s all right, Bud. Glad I could do something
for you. You'd better run along home now. So
long, Bud.”
“So long, and thanks!”
THAT night Soapy was in a box car, far from the
big city. He still longed for turkey and cranberry
sauce.

burlap sacks over him to keep him warm.
to sleep and forget I’m hungry,” he said.

It had been years since he had eaten a real

Christmas dinner. But not for a moment did he regret what he had done. “Poor kid!” he mused.
“T’m glad I could help him out. I’ll bet that’s the
first full meal he’s had in a long time.”
He put his coat under his head and pulled a few

“FREDERICK,” I don’t know what is the matter with you. You are not at all like other boys,”

said Mrs. Truxwell, who was seated at the dining
room table in the great Truxwell mansion. Mr.
Truxwell, who was seated at the other end of the
long table, frowned. The waiter, who was bring-

ing in more hot rolls, also frowned imperceptibly.
He never had approved of Frederick.
Mrs, Truxwell went on. “We get you the finest
electric train that money can buy, and you hardly
look at it. Instead, you go out and play football all
day, get your clothes torn, and come home looking
like a dirty boy from the slums. Now we have a
fine turkey dinner and you say you don’t want any.
You are just trying to be contrary. I don’t know
what we are going to do with you.”
That night in bed, Frederick thought of those delicious greasy waffles. Why, he wondered, didn’t
they ever have anything good like that. He smiled

happily as he turned over to go to sleep.
been a wonderful Christmas for him.

It had

Flood Control
© By Maurice Kramer
The writer knows his rivers! He hails
from the banks of “Ole Man River’
himself, and has heard its “Muddy

government must be obtained before this menace

Waters’ rush turbulently on. No won-

is alleviated or removed.

der he keeps singing “River, Stay
Away from My Door!”
66
Res for your lives!” How often has this
cry rung out as people scurried to the
hills to escape the onrushing water of some stream!
The rivers of the United States, as of other coun-

tries, are subject to floods at irregular intervals.
Some of these floods do little damage but others
are of vital importance. While denied by many and
proved by none, it seems that river floods and resulting damages are increasing in this country.

Logically, with advanced engineering knowledge
and methods, floods should be well under control
but the tense air of those interested, when a flood
seems imminent, disproves this. Volume upon volume of literature is available, but perfect co-opera-

tion between the threatened flood victims and the

From the beginning of history up to the last disastrous Mississippi River flood, great loss has resulted, both directly and indirectly, through paraly-

sis of business, transportation, labor, and the suspension of industry in all forms.

Years ago the

Johnstown flood became a classic; Pittsburgh suffered greatly in the first decade of this century; and
Dayton’s tragic experience in 1913 awakened it to
action. The suffering and damage resulting from
the Mississippi flood in 1927 causes one to ask
“why?”
There are many answers to that “why.” If a large
quantity of rain falls in a short period of time, a
flood may result. If the rain is not held in the
ground, but flows rapidly into the stream, a flood

may result. A flood may occur if the channels of a
stream are incapable of carrying off the maximum

amount of water they receive.

Since floods origin-

ate in precipitation, its amount and distribution are
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important. Floods result from rainfall, snowfall,
or a combination of the two. A flood stage is produced not only in regions of high annual precipitation, but also where torrential rains which do not
visibly affect small streams cause floods on the main
stream. Cloudbursts which have little effect on the

main stream cause floods on its tributaries.
The time and extent to which rainfall concentrates depend upon the size and slope of the water

course, the topography of the watershed, and the
geology of the ground. The size of a stream’s water-shed is the most important influencing factor on
flood flow. A torrential rain on a tributary of a
large river will seldom cause a flood in the main
stream, but if several tributaries flood, and the

crests reach the main stream at about the same
time, a serious flood may occur. A fan-shaped drainage area will permit this concentration of tributary
floods, while an irregularly shaped watershed will
usually allow the floods to enter the main stream
at different times. Clay soil and steep slopes aid in

employed under different conditions.

If the land,

mostly alluvial deposits, which is affected by floods
could be left unused, flood damage would be com-

paratively small.

This is impractical, however, as

the soil is of great agricultural value.

Consequent-

ly, flood protection and prevention are the only
practical methods of reducing flood damage.
In connection with flood prevention, let us first
consider reservoirs.

This method has been widely

used the past thirty years. It consists in storing
the water in suitable basins by enlarging the natural ponds and lakes, or making artificial reservoirs
where the floods may be held back for a period of
time, the excess being let out slowly, according to
the capacity of the channels to receive it.

Reser-

voirs are expensive, but in many instances they
have purposes other than flood prevention and prove
very economical. According to natural conditions
they can be used for hydro-electric power plants,
for irrigation, and as an aid to navigation by keep-

rapid concontration of floodwaters; pervious soil

ing the depth of water in the channel at a constant
depth. Reservoirs are the best form of flood pre-

and gentle slopes help to retain the rainwater and

vention, and in the future many will be constructed

allow it to reach the stream slowly.

Thus, nature

on the head waters of flood stream and their tribu-

provides a large reservoir which stores up the
groundwater and feeds it to the streams uniformly.

taries to reduce the flood crest.

The ability of soil to absorb the water and release
it slowly and regularly plays a very important part
in the occurrence of floods. Forest covering, agri-

natural storage sponges; rapid development of wa-

ter storing plants should be encouraged.
The next method of flood prevention is by refor-

culture, drainage dams, and reservoirs also aid in

estation. Forests help to hold the soil on the slopes,

equalizing runoff.
Temperature, too, is one of the many factors

and the roots of the trees and plants absorb water
which drains off slowly or is lost by evaporation.
The humus, a layer of partly decomposed organic

which must be considered.

A sudden temperature

Drainage of up-

land marshes should be discouraged as they are

rise in spring will send most of the accumulated

material mixed with some mineral matter, is also

winter precipitation into the streams at once. Frost
is most important, especially in the north where the
effect of ice gorges plays an important role. In

very absorbent. Much discussion as to the benefits
of forestation has been raised. Some say forests

more southern regions the ice covering of streams
affects the flow somewhat, but the coldest winter

does not affect the total winter yield by more than
five per cent.

Evaporation, which depends on the

temperature of the air, moisture, and the plant life,
prevents some of the water from entering the

streams. The losses which take place by evaporation are constant for any locality, the length of the
growing season determining the chief differences.
The foregoing is a summary of the factors which
govern floods. All these elements are so intimately
related that rarely is one factor alone responsible
for a flood. In considering what may be done in a
large way for relief from floods, it is necessary to
have clearly in mind the different types of flood

relief.

Flood prevention includes all means of re-

ducing flood flows (reservoirs and reforestation)
;
flood protection guards against flood flows( levees
and channel improvements). Each of these must be
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have absolutely no effect on stream flow, while
others maintain that they could absolutely regulate
stream flow and do away with floods entirely. The
truth lies between. Forests do regulate stream flow,
especially on steep slopes where they restrain the
runoff, and are also very beneficial in preventing
soil erosion. We must not get an exaggerated opinion of the value of forestation. It is only practical
at the headwaters of streams, since there is no pros-

pect that the requirements of agriculture and the
public’s increasing demand for food will ever permit
of reforestation of agricultural lands, regardless of
the effect it might have on stream flow. And if
reforestation were practical the time required for

it to become effective would preclude its usefulness for a long time.
In flood protection the object is to confine the

river to a relatively small channel by levees.

This

is an immediate and direct method of solving the

difficulties for any one locality, but, unlike reser-

voirs, does not aid other areas.

In fact, protection

of one area may increase the danger to a district be-

low it by increasing the flood heights. Levees are
in use along 250 miles of the lower Mississippi, but

planting on denuded forest lands, on rough lands
and along water courses; increased program for cooperative forest fire control, and a study of the pos-

sibilities of restoring some of the bottom lands as

Bridges, factories, and other buildings located on

carriers of flood waters and producers of forests
and game.
Projects, such as the one carried out in Dayton,

streams impede the flood flow, and also add to the

which affect only a comparatively small area, should

can

never alone control that destructive river.

material damage when a flood results. Levees, together with enlargement of the river channel by
dredging out bars, removing obstructions, deepen-

ing the channel, and preventing bank cavings are
the main protections against the evils of floods.

We have seen that there are two principal meth-

be undertaken by the community or communities in

the danger zone.

After a careful study of a flood

control problem, it is usually found that a combination of various methods is necessary to obtain the
best results. The work on the levees and the dredg-

ing of the Mississippi River have been under the

ods of reducing flood evils, prevention and protec-

control of the federal government.

tion. Each is dependent upon the causes and characteristics of the floods on each particular stream.

erally is divided equally in three parts, among the
federal government, the state governments, and the
individual land owners. The army has charge of
this work, also of the planning and the upkeep.
Much of the river work is sublet to private contractors, however, which is perhaps a poor plan, since
politics enters into the letting of contracts, and the

One of these methods alone will not suffice except

in the case of small tributaries. In the case of a
large river, such as the Mississippi, a combination
and proper balance of each type is required for

complete control. For control. of the Mississippi it
would be practical to construct levees on the lower
stretch of the stream, improve the channel on the
tributaries emptying into its middle stream, and reforest and construct reservoirs at its headwaters.
As concerns flood prevention, the Department of
Agriculture has outlined certain measures which, if
carried out, will help somewhat to reduce the num-

ber and magnitude of floods. The Department advocates the general reduction of soil erosion to prevent rapid runoff and clogging of streams; increased
efforts by federal and state government for public
forests on tributary headwaters; a program of tree

The cost gen-

individual contractor can take advantage of the demand for employment and pay discouragingly low

wages. There is such a variety of considerations
to be made that a flood control program will have

to be worked out by, for example, a federal com-

mission for flood control.

It is advisable that the

entire program for flood prevention be in the con-

trol of the federal government, with most of the

work being undertaken by the individual states,

and an increasing effort made to make the general
public aware of the importance of their understanding and cooperation.

Christmas Shopping
® By Edward J. Connors
“Come early and avoid the crush!” so
says Ed Connors as he cautions us on
doing our Christmas shopping early.

He offers a “system” as a substitute
for Christmas shopping that’s good—if
it works.

me on edge. It seems to me that if our so-called
civilization were all it’s cracked up to be, it would

have found a solution for this problem long ago.
No doubt, the reason I find Christmas shopping

such a disagreeable job, is because I am not an early

shopper.
[: always seems a shame to me that such a beautiful time as the Christmas season has to be
spoiled by Christmas shopping. It is not that I
object to the commercialization of Christmas, but

it’s the going down and buying the presents that
causes me to lose my sleep.

It’s such stupendous

questions as, “What shall I buy Mother? —What
will I get for Dad?—Will Sis like this?” that keep

For some reason or other, I can never

find time to do my shopping until the day before

Christmas. It seems that I always have a million
other things to do, and Christmas is always so far
away, that I let shopping slide (try that tongue

twister!), and the slide is so slick that it is all I can
do is to stop it by Christmas eve. So, at the last

minute I can always be seen trudging through the
stores.
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Upon reaching the stores I always realize my
colossal dumbness for putting off the job so long.
But there is nothing that can be done about it then,
so in I go. After side-stepping, stiff-arming, snakehipping, and changing my pace in such a way as to
make any All-American halfback throw a fit of
jealousy, I reach a counter, only to find that it is

old aunt. Knowing she wouldn’t care for perfume,
and not knowing what she would like, I am about to
end it all, when the happy thought strikes me that

piled high with alarm clocks. Already having too
much experience with alarm clocks, I reverse my

without offering some way or theory, or better yet,
some “system” to overcome all this hectic hustling.

field and start off in a new direction. After fighting
my way up to ten different counters, I finally hit
the neckties, and suddenly decide that they’re just
the thing for all my male friends. I select one that
I like very much, and grab as many more as I need,
and half my shopping is completed. (The tie I like
is for my father. I often find it convenient to wear
his ties.)
Did I say half of my shopping was finished? I’m
sorry, for it is only the beginning, because finding
something for ladies is one real problem. So, I grit
my teeth, and off I start with that never-say-die
spirit that spurs on Christmas shoppers.

After all, everybody is offering a “system” of some
kind or other, so why shouldn't I?
Why can’t I have a “system,” as well as Culbertson or Lenz?
True, my “system” does not deal with bridge
problems, but in my way of thinking, it is far more
important than any bridge game I ever saw. In
bridge, if you get stuck, you can play any card, and
then say, “Oh, I’m sorry; I thought the ace had
been played;” or “I’m sorry, but I thought all the

By the time I get to the ladies’ department I real-

ize | am not in very good physical condition, and
firmly resolve to go into the strictest of training for
a full month before I do my Christmas shopping
next year. As I go plowing through the aisles, keep-

ing my eyes to the front, because I’m not interested
in many things that are exposed in the ladies’ department, I suddenly hit upon the toilet goods’ department, and decide that compacts, perfumes, and
powder are just the things for my dainty friends.
After waiting around for about half an hour or
so, some platinum blonde takes pity on me and decides to wait on me.

After telling her what I want,

she departs and later returns with a tray full of

powder and perfume, and then starts her sales talk:
“Here’s a lovely shade of powder,” she says.
’

“My girl’s white,” says I.
“Smell this” (holding out a bottle of perfume)
;
it’s very popular this year.

“How much?” I say.
“Perhaps you prefer this,” says she.
’

“No! that smells like the chemical lab at U. D.,”
says I.

Well, this goes on and on until I feel as though
I’m about ready to drop. Then I shut my eyes,
and with my fingers make wild stabs, saying, pa ig
take this, this, and this.”

(One year, I remember,

this system proved very embarrassing, as I had
pointed to a very pretty clerk behind the counter,
while I was saying “I’ll take this and this.”)

dear old aunty always liked candy, so to make a

long story short, | buy a box of candy and hurry
home, hoping I did not forget anybody else.

Now, | am not the kind to go on complaining,

trumps were out.”

But, when Christmas comes,

and you have not been able to complete all your
shopping, you can hardly say to folks, “Oh, I’m

sorry; | thought Christmas was next month;” or,
“l’m sorry; I thought I had a present for you, but
I guess I was mistaken.”
Suppose, on the other hand, you had all your
presents, but got them mixed up when wrapping
them. Think how bad you feel, when your uncle
opens his present from you and finds a bottle of
perfume! or think how funny it’s going to be if you
give your young girl a good drinkless pipe.
Now, my “system” will cure all these existing or
threatening evils. Not only will it cure them, but
it will exterminate them the minute it is put into
practice. In fact it will cure all these evils faster
than Moley’s “system” will stop the depression.
What is the “system,” you ask?
It is simply the old Santa Claus “system.” Remember, when you were a young kid, how you
never had to worry about getting Christmas presents for anyone, because good “Ole Santa’ took
care of them. Well, my “system” merely advocates
the return of dear “Ole Santa” and his reindeers, for
young and old. Let Santa and his little helpers take

care of getting presents, and giving them out, and
on Christmas morning the world will awaken without that worn-out look. And just as a side issue,
think of the wear and tear that will be saved on
the pocket you keep the wallet in. No getting out
the pocket book, no paying for presents; dear “Ole
Santa” would take care of everything.
So you like the “system,” eh? And you want to
know how it could be worked?—Well, so do I. All

Well, I finally get all my things together, and

suggestions should be sent to the author in care of

commence feeling very relieved, when suddenly I
rememberI still have to get a present for a darling

this magazine, and they will be given full and undivided attention.
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College Clippings
e By Jack the Clipper
] didn’t know before that
Minnesota’s 146-0 victory over Grinnel in 1904
was the largest score that a Gopher team has made
in 50 years.
ts ee
At Ohio State University there is a twelfth position on the football team. ‘The extra man is called
“Humorist.” He wears a uniform at all practices
and sits on the bench during all games. His job is
to keep the squad in a humorous state of mind and
prevent it from becoming nervous before a big
game.
e028
mS

George Washington University had a complete
“broken nose” backfield. All four men wore grotesque protecting masks on the field.
a 4
Years ago at the University of West Virginia a
bell was rung every night at nine o’clock, warning
students that they must retire. At six in the morn-

Gus Edison, star center of the University of Ar-

oe
ee
Any student expressing a Christian belief is
barred from the colleges of Russia.

kansas football team, lives in the county jail at

Fayetteville.

In return for doing odd jobs around

ing a cannon was fired at the armory to rouse them
out
ofbed.

eke

oe

ok

According to Dr. Harold S. Diehl, Princeton University has the largest and the most physically perfect young men of any school in the country.

the jail, he receives his board and room.

-_ 2 4 6. 8
Authorization for any week-end during the year
(at Notre Dame) must be by letter from parents to

the rectors. Telegrams are not accepted for weekend permissions. Automobile journeys are unconditionally forbidden.
*K

*K

*

*

ok

*

The meanest man in the world is the professor at
Syracuse, who, while recovering from an appendicitis operation, gave a lecture in bed to his chemistry students with the aid of a microphone, telephone exchange, and loudspeaker.

Cah ee
Pictures must be handed in with themes at Northwestern University so that the professor will know
whose work he is grading.
eek

ok

Alike | x

Amherst professors who delay more than ten

days in giving students marks are fined a dollar
each additional day.

A student at Marshall College pays his way
through college by embalming cats which he sells
to students for anatomical study. He averages 70

cats a year.

Gee! 630 lives snuffed out.
ee

Bishop James Hugh Ryan, rector of Catholic
University, was a star center on the Holy Ghost
College eleven in his students days.

At Cornell an English professor announced that
if the student who copied an essay from a text
would see him after class, no publicity would be

given him.

Five men waited to see the prof after

class.
ee ee ee

ee

Prof. Greet of Barnhard College,says that “Yeah!
is not a new expression, but dates back to 948 A. D,.

when it was used by King Alfred. Oh yeah!
OS 8} ae
An enterprising Yale journalist is contemplating
the printing of a hitch-hiker’s guide for the benefit
of the Yale men who bum their way to New York
every week-end.
Ne

Met

ee

OR

The average athlete is no dumb-bell, according to

tests made at the Milwaukee State ‘Teachers’ College. The medium score for athletes was 78 and for
non-athletes, 82, which is but a slight variation.
HOR

es

oe
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A professor at the University of Colorado proposes two degrees for the arts college. For those

who just get by he would continue to grant the
A.B.

To those, however, who do greatly superior

work, he would grant the degree of A. B.Q., the
bachelor of arts with quality.
‘ce 8 ee eS
Captain Rollie Halfman and Floyd Ronzani, of
Milwaukee, are employed in a Milwaukee brewery

and were training on beer with permission of their
coach and team physician.
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The Stadium Spectator
© By Jim Brown
VV

ITH the playing of the Charity game, the

jubilation for the Dayton adherents.

curtain rang down on another University
of Dayton football season. Alternate cheers, groans

A hopeless underdog, Dayton invaded Cleveland
for the John Carroll game. No one conceded the

and sighs from the Stadium have augmented the
gurgling of the proverbial water under the bridge
during the ten weeks of the campaign. Now the
question arises: “Did the cheers outweigh the
groans? Was the season a success?”” Many observa-

Streaks. That desperate scoreless tie proved the
courage of the South Parkers as no other game on
the schedule did!
Both the Heidelberg and Baldwin-Wallace games

tions can be made about

were won by one touchdown.

WINS AND LOSSES
“WIN,” a tiny word of two consonants and one
vowel, meaning, “To gain or succeed in, as against

difficulties or competitors; achieve, attain.”
& Wagnalls).

(Funk

“WIN, ’a tiny word that makes madmen of staid
individuals, changes national boundaries, and last-

ly, makes the alumni happy and gives the coach a
new contract.

A 1933 estimate gives Dayton’s Flyers the very
creditable tally of 8 wins against 2 defeats, and 1

tie. This showing is even more remarkable in
view of the stiffness of the schedule and many injuries of outstanding stars.

A lot of credit is due

the men of Baujan for their excellent showing in
the matter of WINS but even more so for their
greatest quality,
COURAGE
‘Those of you who have followed Dayton football
for the past decade or more, just consult your mental archives on the question: “How many times
have Dayton teams come from behind to win ball

games?”
It takes courage to fight from behind.

The 1933

Flyers did that, not once but several times.

Against Findlay, the Hilltoppers by dint of sheer
courage, turned a two-touchdown defeat into a onepoint victory 13 to 12. A tough ball club, Stu Holcomb brought to Dayton, and a smart one!
West Virginia Wesleyan! Conqueror of N. Y.
U.! Dayton spotted the Bobcats one touchdown,
and then proceeded to give the Homecoming crowd
a timber-shivering thrill by staging a dazzling
straight football drive down the field that culminated only after the score had been tied. Then how

Flyers even a remote chance of holding the Blue

true, but a margin.

A narrow margin,

Courage did it!

THE BOX OFFICE
Dayton is a city of approximately one-quarter
million population. It has only one university, with
a stadium seating capacity of less than eight thousand, yet that stadium has been filled to capacity
only four times, and three of those times a high
school game was the attraction!
The University has consistently turned out a winning ball club, has consistently met first-class opposition, yet the local fans will not get behind the
team as they should. The reason? Apparently

none. The result? Out-of-towners regard Dayton
(population one-quarter million) as a high-school
town with one grocery store, two filling stations,
and a public library,—not quite paid for.
Dayton may well be proud of its newspapers. Its

fourth-estate representatives are men among men.
The “Fill the Stadium” idea was a brain-child of a
newspaperman, and how the press united to foster
this worthy movement. All of Dayton’s civic leaders were cooperating, but the Stadium was not
filled! A sincere vote of appreciation is accorded
all who worked for the movement. Appreciation is
also accorded those in attendance. The others?
Words fail, but we know a couple good gestures!
THE MYTHICAL ALL-OHIO
This is the season of the year when the “AllThis’and the “All-Thats” are selected by Journalism’s Who’s Who and Radio’s Raucous Roster.
Dayton’s team being in the Ohio Conference, is
considered annually for individual honors on that
mythical team known as the All-Ohio. Who will
be the chosen few? Captain Bob Payne was named

calmly Elmer (the Great) Zang booted the extra-

to last year’s team and will probably repeat this
year. Tommy Hannegan, Stan Corbett, and Elmer
Zang have a good chance of being honored this

point that spelled defeat for the mountaineers and

season.
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